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 Jeanne Gibson is normally a mountain girl with uncommon charisma?a real-lifestyle Holly
GoLightly?who marries Broadway’s meanest producer, David Merrick, and proceeds to self-
destruct.In this colorful memoir, Kimberly Childs quests for the love and home her glamorous,
alcoholic mother struggles to provide.Seeking connection on the roads and in the communes of
1960s San Francisco, Childs discovers serenity through meditation and the Dances of Common
Peace. Bounced from place to place, Childs matures in Woman Eden’s English boarding
school, London’s prestigious Savoy Resort, a Kentucky farm with an outhouse, a Manhattan
personal girls’ school, and amidst Broadway’s theaters. Aspiring for transformation, she finds
home in an Indian Guru’s ashram?then realizes she must trust her very own instincts and
courageously walks aside. A touching tale of compassion and forgiveness, Keep in mind Me As
Loving You is definitely a compelling read that will be an inspiration to whoever has
discovered themselves betrayed by the people they love.
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Authentic, raw & real story from a sensible & compassionate artist Kimberly's life journey could
possess gone in many directions.Through all of this, presently there shines through this book’s
pages the author’s inherent integrity, strength, and resilience.. Reaffirming the infinite potential
that people are. It's clear she has done the task that brought her to the various other side of
pain. A thrilling read that gives such a distinctive perspective that I hadn’t experienced
before, highly recommend Excellent Book Group Read A beautifully written, heartbreaking tale
of a daughter looking for her parent's love and herself. As I examine her story I felt like I was
watching a movie - her composing design is that authentic, raw, and real. I enjoyed it
thoroughly Read REMEMBER ME AS LOVING YOU: A DAUGHTER'S MEMOIR (She Writes Press) by
Kimberly Childs. I was fascinated to understand about her amazing existence, which acquired
her move as a kid between her glamorous, alcoholic mother's world of London and her
grandparent's Kentucky farm that also got an outhouse.A moving, inspiring go through! But oh
what a trip! It's a lovely read This author pens an emotionally honest memoir of her life growing
up with her celebrity mother. I found myself thinking, "I understand what that feels like Kimberly"
several times in the publication which in some methods helps with my own healing. This is a book
where you will know how the human being drama and inner strength combine to forge
humanness within a somebody. she has been able to find – not merely personal peace – but
forgiveness for people who have hurt her and a joy in living exemplified by art and dance
What a journey! The author’s tenacity, courage, and judgment are on skillful screen in this
page-turning memoir. It is a true tale of a woman's travel through lifestyle involving city through
rural living. and the trip takes you through an eternity of experiences, adventures, sorrow and
pleasure, hippie communes and Hollywood makers, strict English academic institutions and
spiritual Indian cults. topless dancer; arrestee for vagrancy while living in a commune; I can't
imagine there is anyone who can't relate to this primal want that Kimberly recounts so
beautifully in her memoir. owner and operator of restaurants; scientific therapist; and fabric
artisan.) Her trip with parents who have been never there for her (and worse) through New York,
England, California, rural Kentucky and other areas is amazing. getting transported from vastly
different environments over the Atlantic; living mainly because a disciple in what ended up
being a cult; an arranged, loveless relationship; the struggle for an education; a cruel
interview with David Merrick; a hard second marriage; and a trauma that inflicted neurological
harm that compromised her eyesight and still severely impairs her capability to speak.. Through
all this, she has been able to find – not merely personal peace – but forgiveness for those who
have harm her and a pleasure in living exemplified by art and dance, walking and bird-
watching, and meditative retreats. She doesn't sugar coat anything. I have to admit to
presenting a bias about this book, in that Kimberly is a friend. All children of alcoholics should
read this I will always struggle with the discomfort of not getting loved by someone who was
not in a position to nurture thanks Excellent Read Kimberly Child's book grabs you in the
beginning and keeps your interest throughout. . So well written! Kimberly's book catches you
and goes in a journey. It's therefore well written, you feel transported from web page one;She
writes of all the roles she's played: flowerchild in the Haight in the ‘60s; Overall everyone in this
world includes a story worthy of telling, provided that they find the right words. Kimberly Childs
has those correct words. I thoroughly appreciated reading it. Her memoir displays everyone's
life in a way, because we all had a mother, an imperfect one, but a mother nonetheless. Opens
your heart We all just desire to be seen, heard and above all loved. disciple of an Indian
guru; Should anyone ever find yourself judging others because of the clothes, their voice, their
hair, their history, their rich or poor conditions, look again but look within! This book will open



your eyes and remind you of your capacity for compassion and love for yourself as well as
your fellow individual beings. . A lot of her story, also if the circumstances will vary, is something
a lot of us (women/baby boomers) can relate with. She grows up in a privileged environment
tarnished by psychological neglect and broken promises. She becomes extremely self-sufficient
even while searching for that loving relationship.The journey proceeds as we witness her curing
from frequent disappointments and loneliness to self-recognition and appreciate. It's a
beautiful read! Yet that said, I enjoyed it thoroughly. Although her experiences are exclusive,
the reader will connect to the author's longing to find a sense of wholeness in a world that
feels chaotic. Born to a mother with no maternal instincts – who progressed into a raging
alcoholic – Childs spent her childhood in places as varied as a boarding school for the
daughters of the English elite, and a farmhouse in rural Kentucky without interior plumbing. This
is an excellent book and an easy read. It was reminiscent of the Glass House - same journey,
different situations.. Her life tale is unbelievable! It sensed just like a novel, my jaw just kept
dropping! I am in awe of her willingness to share the most intimate details of her life. My
publication group examine this and had a very lively discussion and then we had the
enjoyment of meeting the author and additional discussing the reserve with her. Very readable
and incredibly touching. I totally enjoyed scanning this book from the first page to the last!
What a amazing, touching, and enlightening chronicle. This is a testament to the stamina of the
human being spirit (especially Kimberly's!And of her existence traumas: a toxic romantic
relationship with her alcoholic mom; I so identified with her search to find meaning in specific
situations (SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA flower child, good and not-so-good spiritual
communities), and to ultimately think it is within herself, is actually inspiring. Others who have
experienced life with an abusive Mother or lived through your brain bending connection with a
cult might be angry and resentful. ... A Memoir to Remember I finished it in two times and I'm in
awe of the author's capability to transform a existence of loneliness, abuse and neglect into
an adventure in to the realms of understanding, like and forgiveness. My friend Kimberly
Excellent read, very captivating and amazing. The journey continues as we witness her curing
from frequent disappointments and loneliness to self-recognition and love. Wow!. But even
though Kimberly shares her deep disappointments, pain, and suffering, she will so with what of a
smart and compassionate artist. She then experienced being a hippie in the 1960s in San
Francisco before becoming part of the group of a guru, Sri Chimnoy, for over 10 years.
Incredible and completely believable at the same time, her story came to feel allegorical and I
really believe it will contact each reader deeply.. An extremely compelling autobiography.
Eventually, she made her method to Asheville, NC, where she right now resides, and where she
has also lost her voice. Yet through everything, she has were able to maintain a confident
outlook on life--in large part due to her regular practice of meditation.--How Kimberly has were
able to both grow and heal herself present that can be done, regardless of your
circumstances.and in some ways it did.. Kimberly lived through many challenges within an
atmosphere that from the outside might have appeared glamorous, but was the truth is very
deprived. I came across myself reconsidering a few of my preconceived notions, reflecting and
reaffirming the infinite potential that people all are. Through the many stages of her lifestyle
tale from childhood onward, I was rooting for her on the way and witnessing her rally time upon
time to finally arrive to forgiveness and peace.
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